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Points of Finite Order on Elliptic Curves 
~~th Complex Multiplication 
by 
Loren D .. Olson 
Let E be an elliptic curve defined over ~ .. The group of 
Q-rational points of finite order on E is a finite group T(E) • 
In this article T(E) is computed for all elliptic curves defined 
over Q admitting complex multiplicationo First, it is shown that 
the only possible values for the order of T(E) are 1,2,3,4, or 6 
for an elliptic curve E over ~ with complex multiplication in 
ftCjm) , m < 0 , m square-free.. We then establish a number of re-
sults implying that certain of the values for the order of T(E) 
are possible only for certain fields of complex multiplication, e.g. 
the order of T(E) can be 4 only if m =- 1 • A standard form for 
an affine equation describing an elliptic curve with a given j-inva-
riant is obtained and used to show that certain of these curves cru~-
not have Q-rational points of order 2 , while others are forced to 
do so.. We also give some necessary conditions on the j-invariant 
for E to have ~-rational points of order 2 .. The remaining possi-
bilities for the order of T(E) are then considered.. The results 
are summarized in the accompanying table. 
In the final section we discuss the relationship of the results 
obtained here with the theory of anomalous primes for elliptic curves .. 
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m f j t 
-1 1 2633 2 or 4 (cyclic and non-cyclic) 
-2 1 2653 2 
-3 1 0 1,2,3, or 6 
7 7-: 
-7 1 - 3?5? 2 
-11 1 I -215 1 
-19 1 - 21533 
-43 1 - 2183353 1 
-67 1 -2153353113 1 
-163 1 - 2133353233293 1 
-1 2 2333113 2 or 4 (cyclic) 
-3 2 243353 2 or 6 
-7 2 3353173 ....., c:.. 
-3 3 -2153153 1 or 3 
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§ 1.. General results 
Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q, i .. e. a non-singu-
lar projective curve of genus one defined over ~ together with a 
Q-rational point e on E which acts as the identity element for 
the group law on E .. .Any such elliptic curve is isomorphic over at 
to an elliptic curve defined by an affine equation of the form 
with a. E 2Z • 
~ 
We define the following standard quantities with 
respect to the equation (1.1): 
b2 
2 
= a 1 + 4a2 
bL, = a 1a 3 + 2a4 T 
b6 
2 
= a3 + L1-a6 
b8 
2 2 
= b2a6- a1a3a4 + a2a3- a4 
( 1. 2) 
c4 
2 
= b2- 24b4 
c6 = 3 -b2 + 36b2b4- 216b6 
b. = 2 3 2 -b2b8- 8b4- 27b6 + 9b2b4b6 
j = c 3/t:. 4 
For the remainder of § 1, we assume that E admits complex 
multiplication in QCjm) with m < 0 a square-free integer. If 
I 
A denotes the ring of integers in Q(jm) , then the endomorphism 
ring of E , End(E) , is a subring of A of finite index and may 
be written as Z6 +fA for f a uniquely determined positive integer. 
f is called the conductor of End(E) in A. There are precisely 
13 values in Q for the j-invariant of an elliptic curve E admit-
- 4 ·-
ting complex multiplication (cf. Serre [6,p.295]). 
If D denotes the discriminant of lltCjm) over ~' then D=m 
if m= '1 (mod 4) and D = 4m if m;;/'1 (mod 4) • Let (;) denote 
the Legendre symbol of a with respect to a prime p 0 Recall that 
p splits in QCjm) <=> {~) = '1 <=> (~} = '1 
a prime in ~Cjm) <=> (~) - '1 <=> (;) = - '1 .. 
and that p remains 
Let p be a prime where E has good reduction, and let Np 
denote the number of Zl/p 7.l- rational points on the reduced curve. 
Let f = '1 + p- N be the trace of the Frobenius o p p Let !J> = j<)(E) 
be the set of all primes p ~ 5 such that E has good reduction at 
p • The following proposition is a well-known result (cf. Serre [7]). 
Proposition '1.'1o Let E be an elliptic curve defined over ~ ad-
mitting complex multiplication. Let p E ~ o Then the following 








NP = p+'1 
f = 0 p 
p remains a prime in ~Cjm) 
(~) = -'1 0 
$-)1 = {p E J>\ (~) = -'1} = [p E J7d I Np = p+'1} and 
!fJ 1 and :J 2 have density '1 /2 in :J . 
T(E) be the group of ~-rational points on 
:? = 2 
E 'llvhich have fi-
nite order, and let t be the order of T(E) .. Our purpose here 
is to determine t and T(E) for all elliptic curves E defined 
over ~ admitting complex multiplication. We will constantly make 
use of the following fact (cf. Tate [8,po30])o 
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Proposition 1. 2. Let E be any elliptic curve defined over !Q. , and 
let p E Reduction modulo p induces a monomorphism from T(E) 
into the group of ?Z/p 7Z -rational points on the reduced curve. Thus 
t \NP for all p E /fJ . 
Proposition 1.3. Let E be any elliptic curve defined over ~ ad-
mitting complex multiplication. The only :possible values for t are 
1,2,3,4, or 6. 
Proof: tlNP for all 
that t I (p+1) , i.e. 
p E /J . If p E J\ , then Np = p + 1 , so 
p = -1 (mod t) • By Dirichlet 1 s theorem the 
set of all p E Jd such that p = -1 (mod t) has density 1/¢'(t) 
uhere ¢' is Euler 1 s ¢-function. If ¢( t) .=:, 3 , we have a contra-
diction. Thus ¢( t) < 2 and we must have t < 6 and t I= 5 • 
Proposition 1 .L~. If m - 1 (mod 4) , then t I= 4 • 
Proof: If m Zc" 1 (mod 4), then -m = 3 (mod 4) and -m is a 
prime greater than or equal to 3 • Assume that p E JV is such that 
p =: 1 (mod 4). Then (;1) = 1 • 
We have FP) = (;1) t;m] = (~m) = (!m) by the quadratic reciprocity 
law. The ari tbmetic progression ( -4m)r + ( -2m-1) contains infinitely 
many primes and hence there are infinitely many such in !}J . Let 
p = ( -4m)r + ( -2m-1) be one such. Computing modulo 4 , we have 
:p - ( -4m)r + ( -2m-1) = -2m- 1 - 1 (mod 4) • Computing modulo -m , 
we have p - ( -L.J-m)r + ( -2m-1) - -1 (mod -m) • 'I'hus (~) = (~) = (~) :1; = -1 since -m = ...., (mod 4) • Hence p E and so N = p+1. :.J :p 
If t = 4' then 41 (p-:-1) end so p - 3 (mod 4) , a contradiction. 
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Proposition 1 .5. If m = -2, then t I= 4. 
Proof: There exist infinitely many primes p such that p = 5 
quod 8) and hence infinitely many such p in Jd. Let p be one 
such in !J. Then ~;1) = 1 and (~) = -1 • (;) = (;2) = 
(~1)(£) ~ (£) = -1 • Thus p E JU1 and so N =p+1. If t = p 
then 41 (p+1) and so p = 3 (mod 4) , a contradiction. 
Combining the two preceding propositions we see that the case 
t = 4 can occur only if m = -1 • 
Proposition 1 o6. If m I= -3, then 3 does not divide t, i.e. 
E has no ~-rational points of order 3 o 
Proof: The proof follows tbe pattern of the two preceding proofs. 
Assume that 3lt 0 Then 3]Np for all p E (/J If p E :f\ ' c./ 
then N = p p+1 and 31 (p+1) ' so that p - -1 (mod 3) .. We now 
4, 
proceed to demonstrate the existence of a p E /J1 such that p = -1 
(mod 3) in all cases where m I= -3 . 
The case m = -1 There exist infinitely many primes in the arith-
metic progression 12r + 7 • Let p be one such belonging to JJ o 
Then (;) = (;1) = -1 • Thus p E fJ1 • But p = 1 (mod 3) , a 
contradiction. 
The case m = -2. There exist infinitely many primes in the arith-
metic progression 
. (jd 
24r + 13 • Let p be one such belonging to (',/ . 
Thus p E ~ • But p = 1 Then \P) ~ {~2) ~ M(~) ~ (~) ~ -1 
3) , a contradiction. (mod 
The case m = -11 • There exist infinitely many primes in the arith-
metic progression 132r + 109. Let p be one such belonging to Jd. 
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Then (;) = (;1) (~1 ) = (n) = (~) = -1 c Thus p E 91 • But 
p = 1 (mod 3) , a contradiction. 
The case m = - 7, - 19 2 - 43, - 67 ,_ - 163 • Notice that all of 
these satisfy - m = 7 (mod 12) • There exist infinitely many 
primes in the arithmetic progression ( -12m)r- (2m+1) • Let p be 
one such belonging to !J . Then (;) = ( ; 1) (;m) = (!m) = ( =~) = - 1 • 
T:bus p E Jil1 • But p = 1 (mod 3) , a contradictionc 
§ 2.) The case j = 0 , m = - 3 , f = 1 , and Y2 = x3 + a6 
In this section we examine the case j = 0 and give necessary 
and sufficient conditions on a6 in order that t take on the 
values 1,2,3, or 6. As a corollary we obtain easily a classical 
result due to Fueter [1]c In addition, we derive formulas concer-
ning ~-rational points of order 3 on E which will be of use to 
us later. 
Let E be any elliptic curve defined over <Q,. E is isomor-
phic over <Q, ~o an elliptic curve given by an affine equation of 
the form 
with a4 , a6 E 2Z • 
The fQ -rational points of order 2 on (2. 1) are of the form 
(x,O) where X is a root of 3 X + a4X + a6 
Suppose now that p = (x,y) is a Q -rational point of order 
on E' i.e. 2P = - p. Then y J 0 0 Let 
and 
(2.3) v = y-A.x 
3 
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By the usual formula for the addition of points on E, we have 
2P = 2 3 (A. -2x,-A. +3A.x-y) ~ A Ill -rational point p = (x,y) on E is 
a point of order 3 <=> 2 3 (A. -2x,-A. +3A.x-y) = 2P = -P = (x,-y). 
This gives the necessary condition 
(2.4) A.2 - 2x = X or 
(2.5) 
Since P = (x,y) lies on the curve, we have 
2 lJ_ 2 (2.6) 12xy = 12x · + 12a4x + 12a6x 
Subtract (2.5) from (2o6) and get 
(2.7) 
For the remainder of § 2 , we shall assume that j = 0 • This 
is equivalent to assuming that a4 = 0 by the formulas (1.2) 
applied to equation (2.'1). Then (2.1) reduces to 
(2.8) 2 3 Y = X + a6 • 
Such an elliptic curve E has complex multiplication in ~Cj-3) 
and f = 1 • 
By Proposition 1 .. 4, t ;i 4 o Thus .t = 1 ,2,3, or 6. 
Proposition 2 .'1. E has a rQ, -rational point of order 2 <=> a6 
is a cube in 2Z o 
Proof: Points (x?O) of order 2 on E correspond to roots of 
One of these roots is in ~ <=> - a6 is a cube in 2Z 
<=> a6 is a cube in 2Z • 
If p is a prime, let vp denote the usual p -adic valuation, 
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Proposition 2.2. E has a Q -rational point of order 3 <=> either 
a6 is a square in ::Z or a6 is equal to - 4-32 times a sixth 
power in ::Z . 
Proof: Let P = (x,y) be a ~-rational point of order 3 o 
L~ 2 Equation (2. 7) reduces to 0 = 3x + 12a6x. If x = 0 , then y = 
a6 , so that a6 is a square in ::Z o Conversely, this gives a tit-
rational point of order 3 o If x -J 0 , then 0 = 3x3 + 12a6 or 
3 2 3 2 
x = -4a6 • Thus - 4-a6 must be a cube in ::Z . y = x + a6 => y = 
- 4-a6 + a6 = - 3a6 => - 3a6 is a square in ::Z • This implies that 
v 2 Ca6 ) = 4- (mod 6) , v 3 Ca6 ) = 3 (mod 6), and vp(a6 ) = 0 (mod 6) 
4- 3 6 6 for p ~ 5. Thus a6 may be written as a6 =- 2 3 t =- 432t 
for t E ::Z . Conversely this gives a IQ. -rational point of order 3 
on E. 
Putting these results together, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. Let E be an elliptic cirve defined over ~ with j-
invariant j = 0 given by the affine equation Y2 = x3 + a6 with 
a6 E ~ • Then 
( 1) t = 6 and T(E) ';E ::Z/6?Z <=> a6 is a sixth power in ::z. 
(2) t = 3 and T(E) ~ ::Z/3?Z < > either a6 is a square in 7l 
but not a sixth power in ::z or a6 is -4-32 times a sixth 
power. 
(3) t = 2 and T(E) ~ 2Z/2?Z <=> a6 is a cube in ::z but not a 
sixth power in .?l. 
(4-) t = 1 and T(E) = {e} otherwise. 
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An immediate corollary is the following classical result due to 
Fueter [1] (see also Mordell [3,4])o 
Corollary 2.4o (FuetelJ Let 2 3 E be given by Y = X + a6 • Assume 
a6 is sixth-powerfree.. Let P = (x,;y) be a Q -rational point on E 
such that xy ~ 0 • Then P has infinite order unless a6 == '1 and 
P = (2,±3) or a6 =- 432 and P = (12,±36). 
Throughout this § we assume that j = 2633 .. An elliptic 
curve E defined over Q with j = 26 33 is isomorphic over Q to 
an elliptic curve given by an affine equation of the form 
(3.'1) 
with a4 E lZ • The point ( 0, 0) is clearly a ~-rational point of 
order 2 on E • By Proposition '1 o 6 , t is either 2 or L~ • The 
case t = 4 can occur either with the existence of 3 Q -rational 
points of order 2 on E or with the existence of a ~-rational 
point of order 4 on E • 
Proposition 3 .. 1.. t = 4 and E has 3 ~ -rational points of order 
2 <=> - a4 is a square in 7l o In this case, T(E) -;;;; 7l/2ZZ E9 ZZ/2LZ o 
Proof: A ~ -rational point P = (x, y) on E has order 2 <=> y = 0 
and x is a sol uti on of 
Thus E has 3 Q -rational points of order 2 2 <-> X + a4 = 0 has 
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a solution in ~ <=> - a4 is a square in 7l • 
Pro12osition_ 3.2. t = 4 and E has a !Q -rational point of order 
4 <=> a4 is equal to 4 times a fourth power in ~ o In this case 
T(E) ~ ~/4ZZ o 
Proof: (=>) Let P = (x,y) be a ~-rational point of order 4 
on E • Then x I= 0 , y I= 0 and 2P = ( 0 , 0) • Let A = ( 3x2 +a4 ) /2y. 
Using the usual formulas for the addition of points on an elliptic 
curve given by (3.1), we obtain 0 = A2 - 2x and 0 = y- AX. Thus 
(3x2+a4 )/2 = AY = A2x = 2x2 or 3x2 + a4 = 4x2 or x2 = a4 o Thus 
a4 > 0 and a4 is a square in ?lo Since (x,y) lies on the 
2 7 7, 3 
curve E , y = x? + a4 x = x? + x - 3 - 2x • Thus Therefore 
4l_y2 and 4l2x3 , so 2lx and 
write a1+ = (2b) 2 with b > 0. Since 
a4 is a square, so we may 
2 3 y = x + a4 x and a4 > 0 , 
we must have x > 0 • x2 = a4 = (2b )2 , so that x = 2b • 
y 2 = x3 + a4x = 2x3 = 2(2b)3 = 12b3. 2vp(y/4) = 3vp(b) o 
is even for all p, i.e.. b is a square. Write b = c 2 
We have a4 = (2b )2 = 4b2 = 4c4 • 
(<=) Suppose 4 alj_ = 4c for c E ~. Let 2 x = 2c , y = 
P = (x,y) is a ~-rational point on E of order 4 • 
Pro12osition 3.3o t = 2 <==> a4 is neither of the form 
Then 
Thus vp(b) 
for c E ZZ. 
for some c E ~ nor of the form for some c E ~. In 
this case, T(E) ~ 7l/2ZZ • 
§ 4.) The existence of points of order 2 
Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q with j -invariant 
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j -1 0 • In this section we show that the existence of a ~-rational 
point on E of order 2 is dependent only on the value of the j -
invariant of E , i o e. if one elliptic curve E defined over «t, 
has a Ill -rational point of order 2 , then all other elliptic curves 
defined over ~ with the same j -invariant have such a point. This 
is accomplished by setting up a standard form for an affine Gquation 
for E and seeing that the existence of a ~-rational point of order 
2 depends solely on the value of j . In particular, we set our-
selves the task of showing that an elliptic curve E defined over 
Ill always possesses a t<, -rational point of order 2 provided that 
the j -invariant of E takes on one of the following values: 
E is always isomorphic over «t, to an elliptic curve defined 
by an affine equation of the form 
with a4 , a6 E 2Z o Applying the formulas ( 1 o 2) to the equation ( 4o 1), 
we obtain 
b4 = 2a4 







=- 2 3 a4 
c6 5 3 =- 2 3 a6 
~ 4 2 3 3 2 =- 2 (2 a4 + 3 a6 ) 
j = 28 33aR I (22a~ + 33a~) 
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We have 
Notice that j = 0 <=> a4 = 0 and that j = 2633 <=> a 6 = 0 • 
These cases have been discussed in § 2 and § 3 ; for the remainder 
of thms § we assume that j ~ 0 and j ~ 2633 • 
A ~-rational point P = (x,y) on the elliptic curve defined 
by (4o1) is of order 2 <=> y = 0, x E ::Z, and 
(4.4) 
Thus we seek integer solutions to the equation 
Notice that 
3 X + a4x- a6 • 
x is a root of x3 + a4x + a6 <=> - x is a root of 
We may therefore assume a6 > 0. Rewrite (4.3) as 
(2833 22.) 3 - 33. 2 
- J a4 - J a6 
Clearly a4 > 0 <=> 33j I (28 33- 22 j) > 0. Let 
sp = vp(33j)- vp(28 33-22 j) = vp(33j/(28 33-22 j)). 
e = a4 /la4 1 .. Let 
Let S = [p ls:p~ 0} a 
e: and S depend only on j and not on a4 and a6 • .Applying v :p 
to ( L.J-o 6) , we have 
Let rp = (vp(a4 )- jsp I )/2 o By (4o7) this is an integer. Let 
D = 11{P. Then vn(a4 ) = 2rp+ lspl, so that a4 = e:( 11 p!s:pl)D2 P ~ pES 
= .A D2 for .A = e: 11 n I sp 1 o S · · 1 1 ( ) :<: = ~ l.ID.J. ar y vp a6 - .?rp pES 
vp (a6 )- (3vp (a4 )-3lsp i)/2 = (2vp (a6 )-3vp (a4 )+3lsp 1)/2 = 
(-sp+3\s:p 1)/2 o Thus vp(a6)- 3rp = sp if s:p ~ 0 and vp(a6 )- 3rp 
s -2s 3 
= - 2s if s < 0 o Let B = ( 11 p P) ( II p P) • Then a6 = B D p p pES pES 
s >o s <o p p 
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since we assumed a6 > 0 • 
A and B depend only on j and not on a4 and a6 • Equation 
(4.5) may be written as 
Let X= DW .. Substituting in (4.8), we obtain 
(4.9) 0 = n3w3 + A n3w + B n3 or 
( 4.10) 0 = w3 + AW +B 
The solutions to (4.8) correspond to the solutions to (4.10)via 
X = DW .. Equation ( L~.10) depends only on j 0 We have thus proved 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 4o1. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over ~ with j-
invariant j ~ 0, 2633 • E has a tQ -rational point of order 2 <=> 
there exists an integer sol uti on to equation ( 4. 10) • E has 3 ~ -
rational points of order 2 <==> there exist 3 integer solutions 
to equation (4.10).. This depends only on j. 
We can now apply this result to the values of j listed at the 
outset of this section.. The procedure in each case is to find equa-
tion (4 .. 10) and then check this for integer solutionso 
Corollary 4.2. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over ~ whose 
j-invariant takes on one of the following values: j = 26 33 , 2653 , 
-3353 , 2333113 , 243353 , and 3353173. Then E has at least one 
~-rational point of order 2 o 
Proof: The case j = 2633 • This has been discussed in § 3 .. 
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The case j = 2653 • 33j/(28 33-22 j) =- 2-333537-2 , e =- 1 , 
S = [2,3,5,7}, s 2 =-3, s 3 = 3, s 5 = 3, s 7 =-2. Thus A= 
-23335372 and B = 26 335374 • Equation ( 4.10) becomes 0 = 
w3- 23335372\if + 26 335374 • This has the solution w = 2 3315171 " 
The case j =- 3353 • Equation ( 4.10) becomes 0 = w3 -22537\1 + 24 5372 o 
This has the solution W =- 215171 • 
The case j = 2333113. Equation (4.10) becomes 0 = 
w3- 2272113w + 24 74113 and W = 227111 1 is a solution .. 
The case j = 2~353 • Equation ( 4.10) becomes 0 = 
w3- 22335311 2w + 24 3353114 and W = 22315111 1 is a solution. 
The case j = 3353173. Equation (ll-.'10) becomes 0 = 
w3 - 223253i1173192w + 2LJ-345372173194 and W = 22315171171191 is a 
solution. 
Corollary 4.3. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over ~ whose 
j-invariant is j = 2333113. Then E possesses only one ~-rational 
point of order 2 • 
Proof: Equation (4. 10) becomes 0 = w3- 2272113w + 24 74113. Let 
W = 217111 1z. Solving (4.10) is equivalent to solving 0 = 
z3- 11 Z + 1LJ- 0 The only rational solution to the latter is Z = 2 • 
We could continue to examine some of the other values of j 
corresponding to elliptic curves with complex multiplication and 
show that they did not have any ~-rational points of order 2 by 
the methods of Theorem 4.1. However, we will develop a slightly 
different technique in the next section which will provide us with 
these results. 
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§ 5.) Some necessary conditions for the existence of ~-rational 
points of order 2 o 
Let E be an elliptic curve defined over ~ with j -invariant 
j J 0. In this section we establish certain necessary conditions on 
the j -invariant for E to have a ~-rational point of order 2 • 
As a corollary we are able to conclude easily that elliptic curves 
defined over lit with the following j -invariants possess no non-
trivial ft -rational points of finite order: j =- 215, -21533, 
-2183353 , - 2153353113, or -2183353233293 • 
E is isomorphic over lit to an elliptic curve defined by an 
affine equation of the form 
(5.1) 
with Suppose now that E has a ~ -rational point 
P = (x,y) of order 2. Then y = 0 and x E Zl 0 By translation 
(X ..... X+ x, Y H Y) , we obtain an elliptic curve isomorphic over ~ 
to E given by an affine equation of the form 
(5.2) 
with a2 , aL1_ E Zl • Applying formulas (1 o2) to (5o2), we see that 
b2 
2 
= 2 a 2 
b4 = 2aL~ 
b6 = 0 
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Let Then 
for an elliptic curve given by (5o2) D 
Proposition 5.1. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over ~ with 
j-invariant j :J 0 • Assume that E has a at -rational point of 
order 2 • Then the following holds: 
(2) If vp(j) > 0 for a prime p ~ 3, then 3lvp(j). 
Proof: E is isomorphic over ~ to an elliptic curve given by an 
affine equation of the form (5.2). Let d2 = v 2 (j)- 8 and dp = 
vp(j) for p .:::_ 3,. The assumption in (1) and (2) may then be 
phrased uniformly as d > 0. p 
Apply vp to equation (5.4) and obtain ~ = 3vp(g)-2vp(a4 )-vp(g-a4 ). 
If v (g) < v (a,,) , then v (g-a,,) > v (g) and d < 0 , a contra-p -p '-j- p '-j- -p p 
diction. Thus vp (g) > vp (a4 ) and vp (g-al~) = vp (a4 ) .. We obtain 
<\ = 3[vp(g)-vp(a4 )J. Thus 3ldp o 
CorollaEY 5.2. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over ~ whose 
j-invariant takes on one of the following values: j =- 215 , - 21533, 
-2183353 , - 2153353113, - 2183353233293 • Then E does not have any 
®-ratj,onal 
non-trivial/points of finite order, i.e. t = 1 and T(E) = [e}. 
Proof: In all these cases v2 (j) > 8 and 3 does not divide 
v 2 ( j) - 8 • By Proposition 5.1 , E cannot have a ~ -rational point 
of order 2 • E admits complex multiplication in ~Cjm) for m,;i -3 
for the values of j listed above. By Proposition 1.6, E has no 
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~-rational point of order 3 o Proposition 1. 3 concludes the proof o 
Coroll~ 5.3. Let E be an elliptic curYe defined over ~ whose 
j-invariant is j =- 2153153 • E does not have a ~-rational point 
of order 2 . 
Proof: Apply Proposition 5o1. 
Remark. That v 2 (j) > 8 is a necessary assumption in Proposition 
2 3 5. 1 may be seen by examining the curve Y = X + X • This curve 
certainly has a ~-rational point of order 2 , namely (0,0). 
j = 2633' so that 3 does not divide v2(j) - 8 e 
§ 6.) at -rational points of order 4. 
In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
an elliptic curve E defined over at with j -invariant j = 2333113 
to have a ~-rational point of order 4 • 
By the results of § 4, E is isomorphic over ~ to an elliptic 
curve given by an affine equation of the form 
Corollary 1.1-. 3 , this curve has exactly one ~-rational point of 
order 2 • 
Let a = 227111 1D. The point (a,O) is the ~-rational point of 
order 2 on E • By the translation X t-+ X+ a , Y ...., Y employed 
in § 5, the following equation is obtained: 
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Theorem 6.10 Let E be an elliptic curve defined over ~ with 
j-invariant j = 2333113 given by ( 6. 2) 0 E has a ~-rational 
point of order 4 <==> v 7 (D) and v 11 (D) are odd and vp(D) is 
even for p ~ 3 with p .j 7,11 o In this case, t = LJ- and 
T(E) ~ ~/4:ZZ. Otherwise t = 2 and T(E) ~ ~/2:ZZ. 
Proof: By Proposition 1 o 6 , E has no at -rational points of order 3 • 
By Corollary 4. 3 it has only one Ql -rational point of order 2 • Pro-
position 1.3 then implies that t = 2 or 4 (cyclic). We are thus 
reduced to investigating the existence of a ~-rational point of 
order 4 on E • The point ( 0, 0) is the only at -rational point 
of order 2 on (6.2)o 
Suppose that P = (x,y) is to be a ~-rational point of order 4. 
Then 2P = (0 ,0) .. Let A = (3x2 +2a2x+a4 )/2y and v = y- AX. 
Then 
By the formula for the addition of points on E, we must have 
2 0 = A - a 2 - 2x and 
(6o5) 0 = v Thus 
(6.6) y = AX or A = y/x o 
Substituting (6.6) in (6.3), we obtain 
Since (x,y) is to be a point on (6.2), we should have 
2 3 2 2y = 2x + 2a4 x + 2a2x • 
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Subtracting this from (6a7) gives 
Now x = 0 is not possible if (x,y) is to have order 4. Thus 
2 
x - a4 = 0. 
Since a4 = 227211 2n2 , then x = cr217111 1D where cr = ±1 a Substi-
tuting in (6.2), we have 
Y2 = cr32373113n3 + 243173113n3 + cr2373113n3 
= 2373113n3 (cr+6+cr) 
= {2673113n3 
2573113n3 
if cr = 1 
if a =- 1 
If v 2 (D) is even, let cr = 1 ; if v 2 (D) is odd, let cr =- 1 • 
Applying vp to (6.10), we see that there exists a y ELZ satis-
fying (6.10) <==> v (D) satisfies the conditions stated in the p 
theorem. 
§ 7.) «i, -rational points of order 3 
There are two j -invariants remaining which allow for the possi-
bility of the existence of a ll{, -rational point of order 3 , namely 
j = 24 3353 and j =- 2153153 • In this section necessary and suffi-
cient conditions are given for such points to exist" 
Assume that the elliptic curve E is given by an affine equa-
tion of the form 
2 3 Y = X + a4X + a6 
with a4 ,a6 E ?l" Suppose that P = (x,y) is a at -rational point 
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of order 3 on E • Recall from § 2 that a necessary condition on P 
is 
Theorem 7o1. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over ~ with 
j =- 2153153 o We may assume that E is given by (7 a 1) where 
a4 =- 27335311 2232D2 and a6 = 273353114234D3 for D E LZ o E 
has a ~-rational point of order 3 <=> v (D) is odd for p = p 
2,3,5,11,23 and vp(D) is even for all other primes p o In this 
case, t = 3 and T(E) ~ LZ/3 LZ o Otherv1ise t = 1 and T(E) = (e} o 
Proof: Proposition 1o3 and Corollary 5o3 imply that t is either 
1 or 3 • We apply the techniques of § 4 to E • In the notation of 
§ 4 , 33 j/(28 33-22 j) =- 27335311-223-2 , € =- 1 , A =- 27335311 2232 , 
B = 27335311LJ-234 , a4 = AD2 , and a6 = BD3. Thus we may assume 
that E is given by the affine equation indicated above. Suppose 
P = (x,y) is to be a ~-rational point of order 3. Substituting 
in (7o2) we obtain 
0 = 3x4 - 28 34 5311 2232n2x2 
+ 293453114234D3x - 2143656114234D4 
(7.3) then reduces to 
0 = z4 - 60z2 + 253z- 300 
One checks that z = 3 is the only integer solutiono Thus x = 
2 3~251 11 1 2-;z; 1n.. If P ( ) . t 1' E th 
./ --' = x~y lS o 1e on , en 
3 x + a4x + a6 or 
y2 = 273353113233D3 
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Hence y E ~ <==> vp(D) is odd for p = 2,3,5,11,23 and 
is even for all other primes p.. Conversely such a :point 
gives a ~ -rational point of order 3 on E .. 
v (D) p 
(x,y) 
Theorem 7.2o 
j = 24 3353 8 
-22335311 2D2 
Let E be an elliptic curve defined over ~ with 
We may assu~e E is given by (7o1) where a4 = 
and a6 = 24 3353114D3 for D E ~ o E has a Qt-
rational point of order 3 <==> v (D) is odd for p = 2,3,5,11 and p 
vp(D) is even for all other primes p. In this case, t = 6 and 
T(E) ~ ~/6 ?l o Othen<Jise t = 2 and T(E) ~ ~/2ZZ • 
Proof: Proposition 1.3, Proposition 1.L~, and Corollary 4.2 imply 
that t is either 2 or 6 • As in the preceding proof, we apply the 
techniques of § 4 to obtain A =- 22 335311 2 and B = 24 3353114 , 
so that E may be assumed to be given by the affine equation indi-
cated above. (7.2) gives 
(7.7) 0 = 3x4 - 2 2 34 5311 2n2x 2 
+ 263453114D3x- 243656114D4 • 
(7.8) 0 = z 4 - 30z2 + 88z- 75 .. 
One checks that z = 3 is the only integer solution. 
X 
-
2 1 ~.251 11 1 D- If P ( ) . t 1· E th 
_ g = x,y lS o le on , en 
or 
Hence y E Zl<==> vp(D) is odd for p = 2,3,5,1'1 and vp(D) is 
even for all other primes p. Conversely such a point (x,y) gives 
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a ~ -rational point of order 3 on E 0 
This completes the determination of T(E) for all elliptic 
curves E defined over ~ admitting complex multiplication. The 
results are summariZed in the accompanying table. 
§ 8.) Anomalous primes 
One of the original motivations for undertaking the investiga-
tion carried out here was to search for an explanation for various 
phenomena which occur in connection with the theory of anomalous 
primes. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over at, and let p 
be a prime where E has good reduction. We say that p is anomal-
ous for E if fp = 1 + p- Np (with the notation of § 1) is congru-
ent to 1 modulo p , i.e 0 if Np - 0 (mod p) • Let Anom(E) denote 
the set of all such. Mazur [2] has shown the importance of such 
primes in the study of the group of rational points on E in towers 
of number fields. One of his results is that Anom(E) has at most 
3 elements (easily computable) if E possesses non-trivial at -ratio-
nal points of finite order. In an investigation of anomalous primes 
for elliptic curves 1rV"ith complex multiplication, Olson [5] showed 
that Anom(E) has at most 1 element (equal to 2,3, or 5) if m = 
-1,-2, or -7 and if f = 2 , then Anom(E) is empty. A natural 
question which then arises in this context is whether this latter 
result could be related to the existence of non-trivial 1ft. -rational 
points of finite order on E • A glance at the accompanying table 
reveals that this is indeed the case. 
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